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Sudan
IS A FATHERS LOVE STRONGER
THAN
THE
CHAINS
OF
SLAVERY?Sudan 2000.
The largest
nation in Africa has become a killing field.
Two million tribal people are dead, victims
of a brutal civil war or massacred by their
own
government
in
systematic,
cold-blooded genocide. But thats not why
human rights photojournalist Ron Wolfson
is risking his life there. Hes chasing action
and
danger
on
a
different
adventure--investigating reports of human
trafficking, rumors of women and children
who are auctioned off to the highest bidder
and then vanish into the brutal shadow
world of modern-day slavery.
When
Arab Murahaleen guerrillas attack a small
Dinka village and kidnap a little girl named
Akin to sell on the slave market in the
North, her father, Idris, goes after
her--looking for one child among the
hundreds of thousands whove already
disappeared--and Ron joins the simple
villager in his desperate mission. Rons
brother, a U.S. congressman, wages a battle
just as desperate against apathy and
indifference to force international political
pressure on the government of Sudan,
while Ron tracks the phantom story he
knows is out there somewhere.
Determined to capture on film the horror of
human beings in chains, sold like cattle,
Ron incurs the wrath of a ruthless slave
trader. Now, he and Idris face savage
retaliation and a heart-breaking end to their
quest.
Awaiting dawn and an
unthinkable execution broadcast live
around the world, the American journalist
and the Dinka villager are forced to place
their lives and the fate of their mission into
the hands of a bloodthirsty mercenary and
an orphan boy. Together they forge a
reckless plan, their only hope of escape.
But it may already be too late.
And it
may betoo lateto save the little girl before
her innocence is stolen and she vanishes
forever
into
the
belly
of
the
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beast.READERS praise Sudan(Goodreads
and Amazon.com)I encourage you to read
this life-changing book. Get angry! Get
upset! Be grossed out! Somewhere a
Sudanese mother is waiting for someone to
reach out a helping hand, for her childrens
sake.Mel @MamaBuzzThe worst thing
about this book is that it isnt completely
fiction. It grabs you by the throat and wont
let you put it down until youve read the last
page. You will hug your children closer
after reading.K-MorThis book is not for the
faint of heart - it deals with the atrocities
committed in Sudan. Ninie weaves a
spell-binding tale. One of the things I love
about Ninies books is that she does not feel
the need to spruce everything up and make
it pretty.E.L. Jenkins Love to ReadSudan
captured my attention from the first page,
and I read through the entire story in two
days. This is gripping, emotional
storytelling.Bestselling author Eric Wilson,
Top 100 Amazon ReviewerYou thought
human trafficking on the African continent
was long gone. And you were WRONG!
Sudan is an action and adventure novel
centered on an age-old evil. But the book
isnt classic HISTORICAL fiction--about
slavery in America 200 years ago; rather its
a suspense filled ride through the bustling
slave trade in the African country of Sudan
...TODAY! Even though the facts are
historical, fiction books like this one put a
face on the brutal horror of slavery, the real
human tragedy, when the political world
pretends not to see and refuses to take
action. And adventure loving readers will
revel in the ever-tightening suspense of a
masterfully-told historical thriller with high
stakes and no margin for error. Sarah
Bridges
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Sudan World news The Guardian Sudan - The New York Times 14 hours ago (CNN) What if there was a place
where you could camp beside ancient pyramids from a forgotten civilization without another tourist in sight? Sudan
news, all the latest and breaking Sudanese news - Telegraph Sudan remains low in human development, ranking 167
out of 188 countries in the 2015 Human Development Index. After the 2011 South Sudan secession Exploring Sudans
forgotten pyramids - Armed conflicts continue between government forces and armed opposition groups, particularly
in Darfur, Southern Kordofan and Blue Nile states. Government Sudan history - geography Learn about the history,
geography and culture of Sudan and find statistical and demographic information.,Information on Sudan map of Sudan,
geography, Sudan Infoplease Sudan & South Sudan - UN responds to the latest developments in the countries. Sudan African Development Bank Sudan -- Home. Film On Sudan Ancient Civilization Now in the Making Human Rights
Watch Wants U.S. to Take Action in Sudan Sudan -- Home - World news about Sudan. Breaking news and archival
information about its people, politics and economy from The New York Times. Sudan country profile - BBC News
Sudan - Wikipedia Sudans economic growth rose to above 5% in 2015 and is expected to increase further to above 6%
in 20, mainly driven by agriculture and UN News Centre News Focus: Sudan & South Sudan Stay on top of Sudans
biggest stories by Al Jazeera. Images for Sudan Flag of Sudan. Official name: Republic of the Sudan (sometimes called
North Sudan). Founded: 1 January 1956, when Sudan gained independence from WHO Sudan Sudan also known as
North Sudan since South Sudans independence and officially the Republic of the Sudan (Arabic: ??????? ???????
Jumhuriyyat as-Sudan), Sudan travel advice - We advise you not to travel with 50km of Sudans border with Libya.
The border regions are used as a transit point for the movement of armed militants and Sudan World Africa Human
Rights Watch Ongoing coverage about the country includes news and analysis, commentary, videos, interactives,
timelines and backgrounders. Sudan - Wikitravel Supreme Court condemns as risible the South African governments
explanation that it allowed Sudanese president Omar al-Bashir, wanted by the ICC for war Sudan News - Top stories
from Al Jazeera Features map and brief descriptions of the geography, economy, government, and people. Sudan,
once the largest and one of the most geographically diverse states in Africa, split into two countries in July 2011 after
the people of the Sudan RSF Country located in northeastern Africa. The name Sudan derives from the Arabic
expression bilad al-sudan (land of the blacks), by which - Sudan South Sudan officially the Republic of South Sudan, is
a landlocked country in northeastern Africa that gained its independence from Sudan in 2011. Its current Sudan World
Food Programme SudanTribune aims to promote plural information, democratic and free debate on the two Sudans.
South Sudan - Wikipedia WHO country health profile of Sudan provides key statistics, information, news, features and
journal articles on the countrys public health issues and services. Sudan Map / Geography of Sudan / Map of Sudan On Saturday, July 9, 2011, southern Sudan became the independent country of South Sudan. This is the culmination of a
six-year process that ended a long, News for Sudan The Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) advise against all
travel to the following parts of Sudan: Darfur, the Red Sea State border with Sudan Home - World Bank Group
Although indicted by the International Criminal Court for crimes against humanity, President Omar al-Bashir secured
another term in an April 2016 election Sudan Tribune: Plural news and views on Sudan More information about
Sudan is available on the Sudan Page and from other Department of State publications and other sources listed at the
Sudan - Lonely Planet Sudan, once the largest and one of the most geographically diverse states in Africa, split into
two countries in July 2011 after the people of the south voted for Sudan - US Department of State Latest news and
information from the World Bank and its development work in Sudan. Access Sudans economy facts, statistics, project
information, Sudan country profile - BBC News
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